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. *THE STUDENTS WE TEACH TODAY de'

Nevitt Sanford, Ph.D.
Professor of-Education and Psychology

Stanford University

If one works in academic institutions over a long period of time,

he is not impressed so-much by the differences among generations of stu-
..

dents as by the iimilarities. Recently I, had an opportuniq to see

filMed interviews with some of the students who had taken part in the

"revolt" at Berkeley in the fait of 1964.' What came through most sharply,

from behind the beards and the careless-dresswas the youthfulness of

these people. It struck me that they had a good deal in common with the

young people of lajr, awn day or those whom I knew at. Vassaeduring the

1950's. While there is no dqubt something new in student's concern to

reform the'educational system or at least to have some voice in deter-

mining their awn education, most of the events that took place at Berkeley

were.quite chatacteristicof.the doing's of young people of any period.

And I hasten to addythe adults involved also behaved true to form.

What all generations of college students have in common is their

ageand developmental status. They typically are having problems of

identity and sglf-esteem. They.are idealistic, but easily disillusioned

1. . -,, .*Paper relating to the keynote address concerning the college
student of the sixties presented by Dr.,Sanford at the 43rd Annuil Con-
erence of The Association of College Unions -- International held it

New Orleans, March, 1966. ,.....,
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when it turns out that the adult figures they have admired have feet of

clay. They are torn between loyalty to old values and advancement to-
.

ward new ones. They demand independence, are sometimes even rebellious,

yet they need the reassutance that adult authority stands firm.

Sociologically, undergraduates are not yet committed to parti-
,

cular identities or social roles. They are free of the responsibilities

and commitments that peoplel'assume as they enter adulthood. Th\is is why
4

a college student can participate in marches in Missis'sippi one year and
0

on the way to becoming a corporation lawyer the' next. In other words/

a student e'en have one identity today another toMorrow. (Not so the

graduate student, however, who has e',-eady settled upon a course of study

and who is probably married. His comc)1_, 'ents would make ist out of the

quesiion for him to try on different identities/as the undergraduate

can.)
(_

This explains, I qeink, why cultures such as ours depend upon

he youth to initiate social change. Theyare counted upon to do\the

kinds of things that adults, b ause of their commitments, are ip no

position to begin. This also ex lains,in consiaerable part, I think,

our mixed feelings toward, the youth. On the one side we tend to live

vicariously in them, to identify ourselves with some of
a
their slightly

radical or offbaat doings, but'at the same time they make us a little

nervous because we are not absolutely sure that they are going to settle

down in a few years and be just like everybody else (though, of course,

they always do). I can recall a few years ago the disappointment with

which a grout, of businessmen gteeted tht necis that college students on

the whole were4very conservative. They had thought that all college

4
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students were like the activist minority and assumed that this is Alow it

was supposed to be--radical--young man, conservative--old ma*.e,

But in saying that there are more similatties than differences

between successive generations of st ents, one cannot overlook the if-
.

ferences which do exist. In this paper, we will consider in what ways

today's student is different frewl those who have gone before him, what

forces have made him different, and what all this means for the institu-

tion which undertakes to educate him..

'THE STUDENT AND CULTURAL CHANGE

Processes ih society become somehow built into the individual,

so that the people who are brought up in one period will naterally,differ

from people brought up in another period. This par icularly evident.

in the area of cultural attitudes toward child-reafing. Today's students

have been brought up,in a period in which permissiveness in child-training

was the rule. This is one reason, I think, why young people now are at

such loose ends 'in coping with authority. Students. Who have known nothing

but permissive upbringing) and who are being encouraged by their teachers

to think for themselves and make their own decisions, respond to the

slightest restriction as if their lives* were being totally dominated.

They do not really understand aethority because they have had so little

experience witll it.

The most determinative social forces on the student are, of

course, the events and climate of opinion- that prevail while he is in

college. In the research at Vassar College sporipored by the Mellon

Foundation, we were able to study_different genrations'of alumnae,



going all the way back to the cl'ass of 1904. When that class came for its

fiftieth reunion at Vassar, we discovered such interesdng thingk about

these ladies that we late, wen on to study the classes of 1912, '20; '30,

'40, and '50--as welf ak the students then attending Vassar. It was' clear

from this study that the Wo4n who were graduated at earlier times still

showed in their own attitu .and values much of the social climate lhat

prevailed at the Lime they ere in coLlege.

These findings s y something ather significant about the im-

,-.,

portance of Llege. They suggest that William James may ha0e been right

when he said that the ideas that men have before they are twenty-five are

the only ideas they will ever have, apart from theirwork. 'It suggests

that college is indeed a critical time for implanting the attitudes and

values that are likely to stay with people all their lives. The faculiy
6

who are- now dominant in the universities were themselves in college Or

, graduate school during the 1930's, As a result of the economic realities

oa that period, they faced the world with security very much on their

minds. In their.own careers they moved toward finding a profession that

would give lasting security,.so it is hardly surprising that now, when

these men have come to power, the accent on specialization and profes-

sionalization in educatioh has increased rapidly. Ag ny of

these men were denied the opportunity to enjoy the old of

liberal education. As faculty members, they have taken it for granted;

ing thee the liberal values of the University would take care of

themselves. Unfortunately, this has not been the case.

.0f all the unerations of students to pass through-American

colleges and riversides, we know the most about those who were in

6
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college during the 1950's. Various res'earchers found the students of

that period to be passive, conformist, politically disinterested, focused

on their own private.sphere, concerned abdut their own chances in life,

fond of comfort, eager for a secure glace in society, etc. The young

women seemed to engaging in a flight into femininity; Vassar girls on

the average-wa to have four children.-- and quickly, too. Theycon-
,,

ceived of the role-in society as that of the homemaker or wife of--Che

warrior-husband, who would meet him at the door when he came home from

t work with a bowl of hot wine. These attitudes surely had something tp

do with the\state of our.society _in ,the fifties. The striking thing

about,that period in social and economic terms was the relative shortage

of young people of college age, a result of the lawer birthrate that pre-

I

vaned during the depression years. This shortage existed at the same

time as an enormous economic boom, panied by concern about armaments.

This combinatIon of circumstances is a natural for producing conserva-

tive ideology, and so it did. We find-in educational thinking of the

fifties a heavy accent on science," sptcial programs for the gifted, high

standards and toughness in education, and a general speeding up id every-

thing. Education was geared to produce young people who would strengthen

our economy or our society.

Colleges took advantage of this situation to upgrade themselves.

The government began pouring money.into higher education, particularly'

at the graduate level in order to speed up production of the people who

were needed to man the'machinery of society. Specialists in the tolleges

- took advantage of this situation to further their awn specialties. In'

the late forties, we in the psychology department at the University of

7
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California saw our chance to make a great thing of psychology. We re-

1104.

ceived grants from:the Veterans Administration and from the U.S. Public

Health Administration for hurry-up programs in training graduate students,

so we went in for specialization in a big way, neglecting undergraduate

education rather grossly but advancing psychology. We th,9mght this

specialization was the most natural thing in the world. We did not real-

ize that all the other departments were doing the,same thing--resulting

ta a frightful loss to undergraduate liberal education.

.

Students, of course, were not objecting. They could see that

by doing what their teachers said, by taking full advantage of these

opportunities for training, they could get into society faster and find

a place that would be suitably rewarding. This, I think, was why the

White House Conference on Education of the middle fifties seemed to have

such a hollow sound. Educators spoke of the great aims of liberal edu-

cation, but their actions revealed a primary interest in preparing young

people professionally and vocatibnally to keep the system going.

SOCIETAL INFLUENCES ON TODAY'S STUDENTS

What is the situation today, just a gecade later? Certainly it

is different. No one is complaining nowabout the shortage of young
4

pe6ge; on the c'ontrary, we have what sometimes seems like an endless

14
VV.;

.supply. We are less worried about maintaining production at Nhigh

level--thanks to our technology, automation, and the general organized

wayin which we have learned to do things. Consequently,-thereas less

emphasis now on the need for young people to jump tnto'jobs, just to

keep the machinery of society going. If we talk about the differences.
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between Audents oi the middle tiities and those now in college, we are

probably justified in attributing those differences to differences in the

,situatiuns in which they have lived.

In spite of the radical change between the middle fifties and

today, colleges-and universities, by and large, have just begun to adapt

themselves to it--if they have recognized it at all. We are experiencing

a kind of lag between what we are doing in eduertion and what the'times

require.

Students, for their part, are no longer sold on the idea of

hUrrying to get their degrees so they can take a specified place in the

productive machinery of the nation. Instead, they are asking what the

nation is for, or what great purposes does it have to which they might

dedicate themselves. They do not see the vocational problem as simply

a matter of getting good grades, getting into a good graduate school,
R

and getting a good job. They are looking for something bigger and more

generally purposeful, something that has to do not only with this nation

but with the world. The idealism that is so marked in to ay's students

was perhaps always there, but it has been supported recent by events

on the national scene--by the civil rights movement, the Peace Corps,

the poverty program, etc. If you take students with this outlook and

treat them exactly the tame way students were treited in the fifties,

giving them a deJuge of meaningless work and equating higher standards

with more Wdrk, you are bound to create some kind of disaffection:

Much of the rebelliousness that has been observed on some

campuses has to do with the fact ,that the concept of in loco parentis

has been changing its meaning. Bvcause o the increasing size of the

9



#+"universities and the increasing independence an4,general savvy of the

students, the caring aspect of in loco parentis has been changing its

meaning. But the colleges nevertheless have retained the disciplinary

aspect., so that students have been asked to live in a situation--to live

in a family; we might sny--in which nobody really cares about their de-

velopment but everybody cares a lot about whether they behave themselves.

This seems to me to be an excellent way to produce a rebellious child.

Nevertheless, this attitude is evidenced in the colleges almost as if by

deliberation.

Another aspect of the current situation favorable to activism,

rebellion, or reform movements on the campus.is the changed situation of

the graduate student. The gredtly increased nuMbet of students in a

given graduate school has, in many places and in many departments,

changed the nature of graduate education. In the "good old days," being

admitted to graduate schook meant that one was already admitted to the

community of scholars. One now joined the management, so to speak. One

began participating already as a member of an academic community. Nowa-

days, graduate students are prevented from doing this by being given a

long series of hurdles, each of which can be used as'a means for throw-

ing them out of the academic community altogether. A graduate student

can stay a given place for perhaps three,years; he might, if he works at

it, have two or three interviews with one or another professor; but he

still will not know whether he is a member of the academic community or

not.

The result of this situation his been that graduate students

have begun to ask whether or not the channels into this desirable



community might not be NO iirmly blocked a's to make a passage too diffi-

cult. They even begin to ask whether 'the rewards of being in that system

.are great enough to justify the effort. In these circumstances they have

been changing sides and acting as if they were undergraduates. They have

been making common cause with the peers, the proletariat, the workers--

that is to say, the undergraduate students, This(.fac looms

important im the events at Berkeley. Graduate stutient)s, soe of whom

(
I

had been at the uniyerst,ty for four years or moi.e 4c1 knew all about it,

as very

were in a position to take leadership. This fact made all the difference.

While the undergraduate; cam usually manage to "sit out" a bad situaeion

until summer or graduation graduate students intend to remain for quite

a while and have a special interest in nn.. This interest.is not just

personal frustration, dissatisfaction, rebellion. Graduate students

have a feeling that something ought to be changed so that the current

crop of students will not be as miserable as- they were. They look back

\.11

on their own undergraduate years and think how much was lost, how much

their education might have given them which iE did not.

I take this phenomenon very seriously. The present cr4) of

graduate stlidents, particularly in the social sciencelland the humanities,

have quite a different outlook from that which prevailed five or ten

years ago: It is possible that they will begin to restore some of the

values of the liberal Unive sity'which we have lost.

Another differ nce in today's students which is quite evident

t4o the college teache who has taught for a number of years is their

knowledgeabiliey and sophistication. Often this seems to me to be a

kind of precOciousness, It 'results, I think, from the trend toward

ii



upgrading, torcing students to lead more and more, 'starting everything

earliei and earlier. In my view there is no great point in having young

people read Freud and Camus in high school, as they do now at some of the

advanced schools. They thus lose the chance to discover these ideas

later, in college, when they would be menninsful. 'Nevertheless, the

stepped-up requirements do give the student a knowledgeability, and one

has to assume this fact if he talks to students. He must revise his con-

c4tion of how much students know and how sophiticated they are. He

also must make a distinction between those who read and take the responr

sibility for learning upon themselves and those who are equally compe-

tent but do not do so.

Their greater knowledge makes-today's students critical. They

do not take things just on faith, as one might expect them to, they are

interested in knowing your sources of information and even how the data'

were collected. When a representative of the State Department spoke at

Stanford in connection with one of the Viet Nam "teach-ins", he cited a

precise figure for the number of North Vietnamese who were to be found

fighting in South Viet Nam, but 5,000 students ,laughed at him. They

could only laugh at the supposition that anybody.could know the precise

number in such circumstances;

Students in the selective institutions have also Zeen around

a lot compared with students even ten years ago. The number of studenta

who have studied or traveled abroad, who have been in the Peace Corps,

or have had extraordinary experience in sociar'action during the summer

is surprisingly large. One who deals with them must take this fact into

account. The teacher Who undertakes to lecture students on AfriCa, for

1. 2



ample, had better reckon with the likelihoo that som the students

the class haVe been there,and are in a position_to tel'l him wnat goes

7;71

'on:

One happy aspect of.student travel and world awarenecs is a

changed attitude toward professors. Ask.,students become more knowle4e-

able they seem better able to appreciate knowledgeebility-in their pro-

fessors. The professors, for their part, have improved their status

enormously by showing that they can get grants, consultantships and

other recognition of their merit. Perhaps professors are not loved as

much as they used to'be-', but they are certainly respectedancire. Movies

used to-portray the profess4or as a fuddy-duddy, slightlY laughable but

lovable old-cadger, but we seldom see.this any more. The modernprofes-
,

sor is something of.a go:getter, who carries out his university's expec-
.

tations that he will raise money and produce knowledge, whether or not

he contributes anything to teaching. 1

Another interesting phenomenon is the,decline in the Sis.posi-

tion of students to make friends in tollege. During the fifties I began,

to encounter boys in the dormitory who were sipply not developingany

friendships,.qr boys' who had spent four years at the same collegel

never kept in touch with any of their classmates after graduation. In

many cases this failure seemed to be tied up with _competitiveness, with

tne felt necessity on the part of the young man to act as if he were

something that he was not, with feat of the kind of self-revelation that

is necessary in a deep-growing friendship, even with a.disposition to

utilize his acquaintances in the interests of some goal that he had set

for himself. The decline in c011ege friendships has assu ed serious
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proportions and may have something to -do,wifh he need'that students voice

nowadays for comm-unity and fdt overcoming7th iMpersonality of the large
[ "--""

4

university.

We cannot ignore,either the accent on,thrills and pleasure-

seeking to be found in the present generation--an accent which I belieVe

is different from earlier years. The idea of sex as recreation, as put

forwaid'by Playboy magazine, has its appeal for the boys, although the

girls, as aliays, are interested in relationships. The interest in the

kind of experience to be had fromr drugs, while still not extraordinary,

is certainly higher than it was ten years ago. Perhaps these tendencies

ationg students reflect in part the general excitement and disillusion-

ment in which many people in our society ftnd'themselves. Perhaps it is

nothing more than an imitation of the adul.t fun culture that we see

everywhere,around us. In any event, it is doubtful that this can be

understood as genuine freedom. More likely it is a Way of d, ealing With
a

the anxiety which normally accompanies impulse expression, a defensive

isolation of the guilt-provoking action fromtht rest of the personality.

0'

This kind pf thing can be seen in American movies in which drinking is

made to ap ear as casual as lighting a cigarette and is not supposed to

have any ef cts one way or the other.,

, Plgisure=Seeking may appear. to-be the order of the day, but

ond0Who knows student& very well would not conclude that it represents

the culture of the future. There is much siml-searching going on, on

our campuses today. Young peoltle feel they cannot go back to the ethic

of their parents--in many cases a 19th century ethic--but they.cannot

rest easily with a Playboy morality either. The movement tends to be

14
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toward finding a neK basis for morality in what is'favorable to personal

development.
*.

.,/,.

/7/
.

SOCIAL CHANGE AND EDOATIONAL REFORM

In the new situation into which we are. moving, then, I believe

we are in for educational innovation and reform. The cipinges will not be

just,in response to student unrest, but, rather, in response to the'same

conditions that students have been respOnding to. 'At the same time,

do not doubt that student concern may speed change. The new experimental

colleg4:at the Uniliersity of California at Berkeley (set up by Professor'
4

a
Joseph Tusman on the old Micheljohn Wisconsin model) had been planned

for some time; but the Free Speech Movement, and the fears and guilt
,r

feelings which iOaroused in faculty members, were no doubt what' finally

made it possible to realize the plan.

While societal pressures probably will not allow the accent on*

professional training to decline very much, I do not think it will con-

tinueto,have,the insistent quality that it had during the fifties.

There will be less accent on educating students to man the system and

more on educating them to participate in its benefits. Economically, we

can anticipate a period of increasing affluence and leisure, and a rapie)

decline in the number of Jobs which can be fulfilled without an educa-
,,

tion. In,order to keep the wheels turning, we must have more and more

people spending their time in the educational enterprise either teaching

,This search for a new ethic was discussed at length ih a
Llecture which I delivered in the Jake Gimbel Series at Stanford, 1964.
Portions'of the paper later appeared in the NEA Journal, Vol. 54, No. 4,

.Ap'ril 1965, pages 20 - 23.

15
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or'lefining. There is a boundless amount to be taught and learned, and

these pursuits are not susceptible to unemployMent. They can be-carried

On endlessly_quite indepeh4ently of what the machines are.doing.

Insthese circrstances it seems lik6ly,that there will be a

4
return to the traditiOnal goAl of education in this country--the goal of

developing each individual's potentialities as fully as possible, rather

than merely providing him,with job skills. Education will again pay at-

tention to a wide range Of abilities, not just to the ability to master

abstract material. It will pay attention to many aspects of the,p/rson--

all of those aspects that need to be and dein be deireloped. This kind of '

Al

.

e ucation will, I think, be offered to a higher and higiier proportion of
k '

young people who are ing from high school. There may be, in fact,

/,
I believe there will hav be, some tqtally new institutions developed

to educate this group. Many circles in this country, including govern-

ment circles, are beginning to realize that lack "Of ability or reduced

ability is no,reason why a person should not be developed as fully as

4
possible. As a matter of, fact, psychology, which.for a long time has

led us to overestimate the unteachability of some people, now is show-

ing that it is pOssible to teach many of those w m we used to think

were totally limited bi their genes.

Among women I expect to see a continuing search for new de-

,

sighs fql. living. ,They will begin to break out of the career-versus-

marriage bind. *Perhaps we shall go back to the'state of affairs of

1937 when a much higher proportion.of college women went to graduate

school than is the case today. There will still be a great market for

sex and glamor and homemaking, but educated women will be much,more

16
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often combining 'homemakin with some kind of activity outside the home.

J.hope this activity will in many cases be political, activity designed
AMP

to change the cOnditiOiii-of life for women as well as for everybody:else..

think we shall also,see more women Working impaid, part time, mi-

professional Yobs that haveto do with culture, health, education, and.'.

/
welfare,

-J

Colleges, of couese, are slaw to change"in respons to the

kinds of social changes that I've been describing; but they do chanie

some. They certainly ch nged in response to social conditions of the

postwar era, and they may hange in response to the new conditions that

I have mentioned. They may respond, for example, to the widely felt

need in our society for something to counter the effects of our teCI,

nology--a technology which goes its own way, which nobody controls, and

which tends to dominate our lives. There id a Widespread belief that

the only way to counter the effects of this technology is by a deliberate .

effort to do things in an untechnological, personal way in our colleges.

There must be an increasing accent on the arts and the ht:Imanities--all

As,
those kind's of activities that cannot be duplicated by machines. And,

of tourse,:we must increase our efforts to make the college or university

a truly human community.

ing at the young people of today, we should never for-

get that thy are young people, characterized by many of the same fea-
.

tures which have always characterized young people; but,'like everybodyM
else, they' do respond to the times, and the present times are'in same

respects different.04-Our times offer certain, perils, but they also offer

certain great o0Portunities.

1 17



Recently I,have
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senseda groWing willingnesa among educaprs to
/

take advantage of these op ortunities. '''It\ fadt,-the year 465 was called
',-

,

by ,soMe "The-,Year of the S udent." 4 colleague slho attended the Danforth

4 4
;

k .
)

Conference on Higher Educat ton of that year reported hlopeAully that the

Ohrt ipants seemed to be in erested ilstudents in a new an niftcan't

This ii quite a change ben one recalls tile mood of simi

.lerences only three or four years earlter, conferenbes which quickly

4 cOn-'

degenerated into a debate bet4teR peo e whowere interested,fn'students

and people 141lo thought that any interebt in students wouldsurely"water.
_

'''

,..

dawn" the excellence'Of echication--that those of us. who,were interested
,

in students really.wantedto substitute counseling for teaching or even

to turt-the college into
.

a kind of psychiatric community. Today I doubt

whether one would,hear this. As- a, matter of fact, people of whom I would

not have believed it possible have been dis/playing'an interest in stu-

,a

dents--in how they,learn, their values, their attitudes, their develop-
,.

ment as people.

For a.long time now I have been, arguing that we should 'give

students every pportunity.tnexpress 'their views about their own educa-
.

)
g

1 A -

tion and about t overnthent o .the college, and that we should listen

to them when they do-. Now, h4weyer, in the light of this sudden upsurgt

.of sympathy with the student, I feel perhaps I. shou so remind My ,

colleagues that the student needS at the same tiMe' hogNeassured that

v .
the institution is- stillillt the hands of understanding butauthoritative

-
adults. This 'does not mean that we must return to some kind of authori-

t
rian pegime. On the contrary, as President James P. Dixom and other

officials of Antioch College learned long ago, if you give students all
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the r hey can use, you soon discover how conse tive they really are

and how incapabre of governing themselves or of ma ing any ofi the great

deciiions that have to be made affecting them. Allawing students More

freedom than they can handle may seem a litAA cruel, I suppose, bnt it

^

?

gives the Adulte--the faculty and.administration--an opportunity to step
p

in and make the decisions which are, in the end, their responsibility

anyway.
,

There is rehlly noway for us as educators, to avoid assumdng

leadership; students must have it.1 We will hope, of course; that the .

adults who wield authority wil14 be people who have listened to,students,

who know how students develop, and who will do not what the students say

: they want but what students' actions,say they need. Certainly, we will

hope that these adults witl always use t'heir leadership and-make their

-decisions in theeinterests of the individual student's becoming what he

become.
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